TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
REN02819-MS

HIGH GLOSS

(107455)

FLOOR FINISH

Features:
• Excellent Gloss
• Can be spray buffed or burnished
• Resists scuffs, abrasions, and black heel marks

REN02820-MS
(107456)

REN02930-MS

Description:
This combination sealer/polish delivers excellent gloss and outstanding durability. The latest floor care polymer technology provides ease of use
and even application of finish onto most floor surfaces. Can be spray buffed or burnished; easy to remove with conventional stripper solutions.
Resists scuffs, abrasions, black heel marks and offers outstanding chemical resistance.

Directions:
PREPARATION: If stripping is necessary, use a high quality product and follow directions accordingly. If floor is in good condition and stripping
is not necessary, sweep up excess dirt and dust and then clean with a good quality cleaner to remove dirt and oils. Follow with a thorough
rinsing and allow to dry completely.
FINISHING: If floor was stripped, use a good acrylic sealer to further prepare the floor for finishing. Spread a liberal coat of finish evenly
across the floor with a clean mop or applicator. Allow each coat to dry at least 30 minutes before applying the next coat. Two or three coats
are desired initially, depending on the condition of the floor and gloss desired.
MAINTENANCE: The floor may be maintained using a quality floor cleaner and damp mopping regularly. Spray buffing or mop-on restoring
may also be done after sweeping up loose dirt and dust. Follow directions for each product accordingly.
This product meets the maximum content requirements for Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) as established by State and Federal regulations.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Type:		

Modified acrylic

Non-volatile Solids:		

18.0±0.5%

Color:		

Milky white

Odor:		

Mild

pH:		

8.5 - 9.0

Dry/Recoat Time:		

30 minutes min.

Slip Resistance:		

0.5 min. by ASTM D2047

Gloss:		

90+ specular

Leveling:		

Excellent

Buffability:		

Spray buff or restorer

Removability: 		

With conventional strippers

Detergent Resistance:		

Excellent

Waterspot Resistance:		

Excellent

Heel Mark Resistance:		

Excellent

VOC Content:		

0.31 lbs./gal.

Storage/Stability:		

2 years

Freeze/Thaw Stability:		

Keep from freezing

Weight per Gallon:		

8.56 lbs./gal.

Coverage:		

2000-2500 ft2 per gal.
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